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Report on Replacement Wicket Mower 

Introduction & Background 

This report has been produced to give the Council options on the replacement of its existing Wicket 

mower. The current machine is an Atco B20, manufactured in the 1980’s. The unit has been fitted 

with a modern Honda engine. 

The reason the machine requires replacement is due to the level of vibration it exposes the operator 

to when running, which when measured was around 21.45 Ms/2 (Meters per second squared, which 

is the standard EU measurement of vibration). 

When this figure is checked against the chart provided by the Health and Safety Executive: 

 

It becomes clear the machine is outputting vibration to the degree the daily operator exposure 

limit is breached after just 30 minutes.  

This is around the amount of time it takes to mow a single wicket. Once the limit has been reached, 

the operator must not be exposed to further vibration for the remainder of the day. Obviously this 

presents a practical problem in that generally we will use a variety of machinery during the average 

day in the Cricket season, e.g. Wicket Mower, Roller, Tractor, etc. 

For this reason we stopped using the machine in 2013. 

Since then we have used the Councils Allett Mower to mow both the Bowls Green and the Cricket 

Square. 

The Allett is a machine with interchangeable cassettes to perform a variety of maintenance tasks on 

fine turf.  
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The Council possesses two mower cassettes as detailed below: 

 10 Blade Cassette, for use on fine turf, e.g. Bowls Green, Wickets, cut height 1.5-22mm. 

 6 Blade Cassette, for use on general turf areas, e.g. cricket square, cut height 10-22mm. 

The final cut during preparation of a Wicket will be anything between 3-6mm depending on 

conditions. 

The 6 blade cassette cannot be used on the Cricket wicket as it cannot cut low enough; this is due to 

the thickness of the bottom blade. 

The 10 blade cassette is currently used to prepare all Wickets and to cut the Bowls Green 3 times per 

week during the playing season. Unfortunately due to the machine doing both jobs, it blunts the 

blades around half way through the season.  

It is generally the case that having the blades sharpened at the local dealer is typically a two week 

wait for the unit to be returned, as we have no other machines to cut the Green and Wickets, 

obviously this is not viable as we would have to cancel matches.  

I have looked into hire options locally for a suitable machine to cover the time when the machine is 

away being sharpened and unfortunately I could find none. 

As a result of the above, for the latter part of the season this year, I had to mow the green with a 

mower which was not cutting properly, and this caused the surface to be in a poor condition for 

play, resulting in a complaint from the Bowls Club as they were unhappy with the poor playing 

conditions. 

In addition to the above there is also a risk of transferring fungal or other diseases between surfaces 

on the machine, which can result in additional costs for time and chemical treatments to control any 

disease. 

In order to avoid these problems in the future, I will now propose some possible solutions to this 

problem with general costs. 
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Suggestions 

There are two possible options for the replacement of the Atco mower: 

 A new Cassette for the Allett Mower. 

 Conversion of existing 6 blade cassette to a 10 Blade cassette. 

 A new or second hand Wicket Mower. 

I will now describe each option 

New Cassette for the Allett Mower 

We could purchase an additional cassette for the Allett Mower, it would be the same as the 10 blade 

unit already in our possession 

Advantages:  

 Less servicing costs, as we would only have one power unit to maintain. 

Disadvantages: 

 Having a single power unit means no reserve in the event of a mechanical breakdown. 

 Allett is wider than would be ideal on the Cricket Square; wider mowers have difficulty 

following small undulations in the surface. 

Cost of this option would be around £1800+VAT 

New or Second Hand Wicket Mower 

This option would mean buying a mower suitable for the task, the ideal machine would have a 20” 

cut and 10 blades, and be capable of cutting down to 3mm. 

If we purchased second hand, I would suggest it is bought through a reputable dealer and inspected 

thoroughly before purchase. 

Advantages:  

 Machine would be correct width for cutting Wickets. 

 New machine would be guaranteed. 

 We would have a reserve in case of mechanical failure of the other mower. 

 The standard of the cut on the Wickets would be improved. 

Disadvantages: 

 New machines can be expensive. 

 We would have two machines to service rather than a single unit. 

Costs of this option would be between £2250 and £4000 

A second hand mower would cost £1800-£2500 
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Possible machines include: 

Protea 510G £2,250+ 2 Year Warranty 

Ransomes Super Certes £4000+ 2 Year Warranty 

Second Hand units £1800-£2500 

It should be noted the old Atco mower could be used as part exchange against a new mower or sold 

separately, some examples have recently sold on ebay for around £250. 

Conclusion 

I would suggest the Council purchases a new mower suitable for the task, as opposed to an 

additional cassette or conversion of an existing cassette, I feel it would be best to have two separate 

mowers so that in the event of a breakdown one could be used for emergency cover on both 

surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


